Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd.

Sanyo Electric is a Japanese manufacturer of electronics products such as batteries. It was founded in 1947 and is now a member of the Panasonic Group. For more information, please check http://panasonic.net/sanyo/. Sanyo Electric is the owner of various trademarks such as “SANYO” and “eneloop” in the United States and many other countries.

Notice to eBay sellers and buyers regarding genuine SANYO battery packaging

Sanyo Electric and its subsidiaries have never made nor distributed our eneloop batteries in the package designs shown in the pictures (below):

Fake Package Characteristics
- Triangular-shape on the top
- Distributor name written as “Sanyo Energy (USA) Corporation”

![Fake Package](image)

The above packages utilize our trademarks and copyrighted material without our authorization, and sales of such products infringe our trademark rights and copyrights in many countries.

We manufacture and distribute our battery products under strict quality control. The above products are packaged without our authorization and our proper quality control. Please be advised that we cannot guarantee the performance or quality of these batteries. Also, these unauthorized products may contain counterfeit batteries.

You can check our original products at http://panasonic.net/energy/eneloop/


Contact

Should you have any question, please contact us via http://contact.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?FindAnswers&requested=sanyo_vrt&itmno=n/a